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Pharmacokinetics

Pharmacokinetics is the science of the kinetics of drug

absorption, distribution, and elimination (i.e., excretion and

metabolism). Related terms include drug disposition, ADME,

PD, PK/PD, TK, DMPK, DDD&D, Pharmacometrics.



Significance of plasma drug concentrations

• Before therapeutic effect is observed

drug in dosage form administered (oral, iv etc)

drug is released from dosage form

 fraction of drug absorbed

drug reaches site of action

• Drug must be at the site of action > min effective 

conc. for a pharmacological response

• For most drugs there is a relationship between the

concentration of drug in the plasma and the

concentration of drug at the site of action



Pharmacokinetics

Relationship between drug input and the concentration achieved 

with time.



Pharmacokinetics – Bioanalytical measurements

 Unbound Drug Concentration

 distribution, elimination and pharmacodynamic responses are 

dependent upon the unbound concentration.

 Total plasma conc measurements include unbound and bound 

drug.

 Ratio of unbound to total drug usually does not change, 

therefore measuring total plasma conc is acceptable.

 But when plasma protein binding is altered it is important to 

consider the unbound conc i.e. renal or hepatic disease, 

surgery, pregnancy, burns, concomitant drug administration.



Therapeutic Window



Model Independent PK parameters

In PK we use experimentally obtained data to 

generate a mathematical model that allows    
future predictions of drug behaviour 

Values obtained for actual, experimental data 
are more accurate than values obtained from a 
model

Model independent parameters:

AUC, Cmax, Tmax



Calculating AUC
The numerical value and the correct units are 

required in PK calculations

 Trapezoidal rule used to calculate AUC



















• The elimination rate constant, k, is a first-
order elimination rate constant with units of 
time– 1 (eg, hr– 1 or 1/hr).

• Total removal or elimination of the parent 
drug from this compartment is effected by 
metabolism (biotransformation) and 
excretion. The elimination rate constant 
represents the sum of each of these 
processes:







• The volume of distribution represents a 
volume that must be considered in estimating 
the amount of drug in the body from the 
concentration of drug found in the sampling 
compartment. The volume of distribution is 
also the apparent volume (V D) in which the 
drug is dissolved

















Practice Calculation

• Calculate CB at 6 hours given Cp
0 = 15 mg/L and 

k = 0.25 hr -1

• The equation: Cp
t=Cp

0  x e-kt

• Cp = 15 x e -0.25 x 6 = 15 x 0.223= 3.35 mg/L



Example Calculations

Data: Dose = 500 mg, V = 30 L, k = 0.2 hr -1

Question: Cp at 0, 2, and 4 hours?

Equation: Cp = (Dose/VD)  x  e-kt

At zero time Cp
0 = (Dose/VD) 

Cp
0 = 500/30 = 16.7 mg/L

Cp2hr = 16.7 x e-0.2x2= 11.2 mg/L

Cp4hr = 16.7 x e-0.2x4 = 7.5 mg/L








































